Life’s
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Moments
Adventures in
Holistic Care
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“

T

he creation of ”Life’s Wonderful
Moments” could have not been
possible without the support,
involvement, and guidance of HIV/
AIDS Resources and Community Health
(ARCH) participants. Many of the
photographs, quotations, and stories
were also contributions by ARCH
participants. A big thank you goes out
to those who helped create, structure,
and contribute content and ideas to
this document.

“

Our goal through some of these
activities is to build capacity of
people living with HIV to act as
leaders in health promotion. Peers
will take a leading role in art
based programming, workshops/
groups that promote self-esteem
and treatment adherence, leading
to improve health and wellbeing.

The purpose of ”Life’s Wonderful
Moments” is to showcase activities that
stem from art programming taking place
at ARCH. Art allows people to grasp an
internal connection with themselves
through many different forms and
expressive mediums. Individuals can
participate in care that acknowledges
their full self as a person, embracing
their holistic being and going beyond
the traditional medical model of care.
Please enjoy the pages contained
within this document. We hope it
enriches, educates, and provides you
with future inspiration within your
professional and personal lives.
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Drawing
Knitting

Buttons
Painting
Crocheting Embroidery
Jewelry

“

Art has many forms,
we possess at least one of
them. I encourage you to find
yours and share it. I would
love you to experience it.

Felting Board Games
Pottery SculptingStained Glass

Wayne Bristow

Leaf/Flower Pressing

Flower Arranging

”

Photography

Playdough
Sewing Paper Folding
Puzzles
Zentangle
Collage
Creative Writing
Braiding
Storytelling
Paper Mache Scrapbooking
Photography
Decorating Baked
Weaving Goods
Comic Books
Zines
Colouring

...and much more!
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Button Making

I

participated in making buttons, it
was right up my alley because we
used photos and I’m a photographer.
Photography is my art form but only
when I’m behind the camera. Some
of the photos included here may have
been taken by me.
Wayne Bristow
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Knitting

I

participated in the knitting class,
parts one and two but I failed it
terribly and in the end I probably
embarrassed a long line of family
members who do it so well.
Wayne Bristow
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Canoeing

Peers in Motion is a person living with
HIV-led exercise group. This groups
focus is to help foster relationships,
increase self-esteem, physical and
mental health.

W

e went canoeing in downtown
Guelph. Near the centre of town
we have three rivers that join
together - the Eramosa, the Speed
and the Grand Rivers. I had canoed
one other time with another peer;
we took our cameras and did some
photography, but that didn’t quite
work well this time. This time I was
equipped with my iPhone. What I got
from this little adventure is a stiff
shoulder and a knot in my back that no
massage will ever remove. UGH!
Wayne Bristow
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Outdoor Adventures

T

he workshops are always a lot of
fun, and are an experience. Don’t
let me forget visiting the “Donkey
Sanctuary.” I got to pet one; I was up
very close and personal. I was surprised
that they were so docile. They didn’t
even acknowledge that I was there, but
the surroundings were gorgeous and I
was thrilled with the experience.

Art therapy helps with regulation of
emotions and impulses, the learning of
self-control, and structuring of skills.
Working in different formats and moving
back and forth from images to words
can help with acquiring these skills.
Art therapy also leads to increased
self-awareness and positive self-image,
improved self-perception, greater
reflective abilities, positive behaviours,
and self-insight. (Haeyen, van Hooren, &
Hutschemaekers, 2015, p. 1-2).
Haeyen, S., van Hooren, S., &
Hutschemaekers, G. (2015). Perceived
effects of art therapy in the treatment
of personality disorders, clusters B/C: A
qualitative study. The Arts in
Psychotherapy, 45, 1-10. http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.aip.2015.04.005
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Painting / Drawing

I

actually looked forward to doing the
painting workshop. I had a vision in
my head of what I wanted to create.

However, when it came down to it, it
would have been very messy to do had
I used paint. I chose to do it in pencil
crayon. The visual I had was a hand
held up as to say ‘STOP’. There are

The visual for my piece was to have each

variations of it online with various

of the fingers outlined a colour from the

messages, but the one that caught my

rainbow flag of the gay community. I

eye was ‘Stop

am fortunate that I haven’t experienced

Stigma’.

a lot of stigma from society. The worst
stigma I have received has come from my
community, the gay community and it
shouldn’t be that way. It has to stop.
Wayne Bristow

Art-based programming helps to
foster self-discovery and selfexpression, along with social
relationships and social identity.
Self-discovery is defined as the
development of an open-minded
awareness that enables insightful
and reflective thinking to be
explored with associated emotions,
which expands the self’s sense
of possibility. Self-expression
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Van Lith, T. (2015). Art making as a

involves the release of tensions and

mental health recovery tool for change

unresolved feelings that impact

and coping. Art Therapy: Journal of

an individual’s ability to maintain

the American Art Therapy Association,

a functioning lifestyle (Van Lith,

32(1), 5-12.

2015, p. 6).”
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Creative Writing

Bella’s
story
The child that came
into my life by choice.

A

woman ended up living above me.
When she first moved in I had to
listen to stomping on the floor
during the weekends. It drove me batty.
I knew what the cause of it was, as I
had seen the little girl outside; she was
definitely active. I didn’t want to make
an issue about it, because how can one
keep a small child quiet and stop her
from doing as children do.
It was her little niece that she quite
often babysat and entertained on the
weekends. She was always told that she
couldn’t bear any children of her own.
One summer, she went on a camping trip
with a friend for a week to get away from
all the stress at work; she came back
from the holiday refreshed and happy.

The friend that went with her stuck
around and they had a short lived
relationship. When she started to
complain about stomach problems she
found out that she was pregnant and
was totally blown away.
She finally requested to be moved to
a larger apartment, and was relocated
to a different area. The move happened
shortly before the baby was born. She
moved away and started a new life as a
soon-to-be single mother.
After a couple of months I received a
message. The woman had made contact
to tell me about the baby and all the
trouble that she had been having. By
that time, all the people that were
involved had forgotten about her. I
decided that it was safe to reconnect
with her and see how she was doing.
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That was the opening of a whole new
chapter in my life.
Little Bella was an active baby,
constantly moving, and very interested
in everything around her. She was lively,
happy, and always had a smile. Little
Bella was born with a birth defect that
would come with operations in the
future. When I first got involved she was
scheduled to have operation number one
at only 3 months old.
I had started to take the mother’s Golden
retriever out for walks. This allowed
the dog to stretch its’ legs while the
mother stayed at home with the baby;
this way it was much safer. When I took
on this arrangement, I had thought long
and hard about it. I was taking on a
commitment that had to be seen through

until the end. If I didn’t feel up to it one
day, I couldn’t call and say, “Not today,”
it had to be done twice a day, every day.
After the first operation, Bella’s mother
and her grandmother had to start the
at-home portion of Bella’s care. The
grandmother held the baby while the
mother would have to carry out the
care. In the beginning, little Bella would
scream, cry, and wiggle. After a few
weeks she got used to it and would put
her little arms behind her head and calm
down. Babies are truly resilient.
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In preparation for the final operation
we went to McMaster hospital for the
pre-op visit, I was allowed to come into
the room where the surgeon was to
examine her. The doctor said I should
come watch the procedure as I may one
day need to do it. I looked at him and
said, “I don’t think so,” but knowing
that if called upon to help in the future,
I would have to find the strength within
myself to do just that.
The trips to McMaster hospital had
become a ritual. After Bella’s 3rd
operation, we went for a follow-up
visit and then the doctor let the “ball”
drop. The at-home care was going to
be changing meaning new adjustments
for little Bella.

I have to tell you helping the mother
prepare, holding the baby in place,
and struggling with a little one that
was moving constantly was a major
challenge. However, the biggest
challenge was the moment we began
and she screamed. It was absolute
torture. Many times, I thought “I can’t
do this.” It brought up many triggers,
but I of course knew it had to be
done. We were preparing her for the
ultimate outcome of functioning more
comfortably later on in life.

Now, Bella is doing well. She will
always be monitored by McMaster
hospital, but she is in good hands. I will
be forever grateful to the surgeon who
helped Bella.
I can honestly say, little Bella has been
an inspiration in my life and I have
learned many valuable lessons from
her. Bella had come into my life to teach
me many lessons, and I am grateful for
all of them.

This went on for 2 months, until the
final surgery took place; quicker than
expected which gave me a sense of
relief. During all that time, little Bella
was also going through teething. I called
her my little warrior princess; such an
incredible little spirit.
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Pottery

W

e went to a local shop, selected
a piece of pottery to paint and
spent some time socializing. I
chose the guitar-shaped keepsake box.
I found out I need a little more time
learning this craft - or perhaps I’m
just not a painter. My hands did shake
a little trying to not mess up a small
area that needed a different colour
of paint, but I’m happy with the end
result, it will be a gift for one of my
granddaughters someday.

I

enjoyed the pottery class where
I got to paint the owl that I had
chosen. When I painted it, I was
a bit disappointed with my efforts. However after the owl got
“fired in the oven” it was exactly
the effect that I had been hoping
for. It was amazing!

G

etting involved in art therapy is relaxing, therapeutic and lets me focus on
myself – it’s me time.

Michel Beauvais

Wayne Bristow
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Cake Decorating

I

learned that I’m a great cake eater,
not much of a decorator; another art
form that is a family talent. My mother
use to do multi layered wedding cakes sorry mom.
Wayne Bristow

T

his was a great opportunity to have
a night out. The activity made me
go into deep thought about how
I wanted to decorate my cake. What
icing did I want? How did I want to
decorate it? What colours should I use?
I could get creative.
Afterwards, I was able to share the cake
with my friends - they loved it!

Robert Howes
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Relationship building and human
relating also occur through art
activities by individuals engaging with
others in verbal and nonverbal methods.
For example, clients often work on their
own while also making art alongside
others. The combination of individuality
and togetherness can lead to informal
and safe social relating, allowing even
for small communications (e.g., “I
like your drawing”) that support and
validate the maker (Van Lith, 2015,
p. 6). This also allows individuals to
experience effects on self-acceptance,
higher self-esteem, and improved social
functioning (Haeyen, van Hooren, &
Hutschemaekers, 2015, p. 2).
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A

ttending the ARCH art therapy
workshops kind of brought back
memories of the art classes back
in my elementary school days and even
the artwork my children made for me.
Each week was a new project - using
a paper plate, LePage’s glue, flower
shaped macaroni, and spray paint was
one that I recall. Now that I see what
I was able to create as an older adult,
some of the pieces I did back then
couldn’t have been that appealing, but
Mom always said she loved them and I
did the same for my children.
I learned several things while attending
these workshops. It was a pleasant
social activity. It got me out to
spend time with my peers and off my
computer. It allowed me to get out of
my comfort zone, try new things and
most of all it showed me that we don’t
need to be good at everything. There is
something we do, a talent or something
we share that is individual to each of us.
When we do it well, people will notice it
and appreciate it.
Wayne Bristow
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